In recent years, we have witnessed the emergence of high speed packet I/O frameworks, bringing unprecedented network performance to userspace. Using the Click modular router, we first review and quantitatively compare several such packet I/O frameworks, showing their superiority to kernel-based forwarding.
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a renewed interest for software network processing. However, as will be shown in section 3, a standard general-purpose kernel stack is too slow for linerate processing of multiple 10-Gbps interfaces. To address this issue, several userspace I/O frameworks have been proposed. Those allow to bypass the kernel and obtain efficiently a batch of raw packets with a single syscall, while adding other capabilites of modern Network Interface Cards (NIC), such as support for multi-queueing. This paper first reviews the technical aspects of some existing userspace I/O frameworks, such as Netmap [19] , Intel's DPDK [10] , OpenOnload [22] , PF RING [16], PacketShader I/O [8] and Packet MMAP [14] . Some other works go further than a "simple" Linux module bypassing the kernel, like IX [5] and Arrakis [17] . We won't consider them as, for our purpose, they only offer fast access to raw packets, but in a more protected way than the others I/O frameworks, using virtualization techniques, and they were not fully available at the time this paper was written.
To explore their performance inside a general purpose environment, we then compare the existing off-the-shelf integrations of some of these frameworks in the Click Modular Router [12] . Click allows to build routers by composing graphs of elements, each having a single simple function (e.g. decrementing a packet TTL). Packets then flow through the graph from input elements to output elements. Click offers a nice abstraction, includes a wealth of usual network processing elements, and already has been extended for use with some of the studied I/O frameworks. Moreover, we think its abstraction may lend itself well to network stack specialization (even if it's mostly router-oriented for now).
Multiple authors proposed enhancements to the Click Modular Router. RouteBricks [6] focuses on exploiting parallelism and was one of the first to use the multi-queue support of recent NICs for that purpose. However, it only supports the in-kernel version of Click. DoubleClick [11] focuses on batching to improve overall performances of Click with PacketShader I/O [8] . SNAP [23] also proposed a general framework to build GPU-accelerated software network applications around Click. Their approach is not limited to linear paths and is complementary to the others, all providing mostly batching and multi-queuing. All these works provide useful tips and improvements for enhancing Click, and more generally building an application on top of a "raw packets" interface.
The first part of our contribution is the critical analysis of those enhancements, and discuss how they interact with each other and with userspace I/O frameworks, both from a performance and a configuration ease points of view.
While all those I/O frameworks and Click enhancements were compared to some others in isolation, we are the first, to our knowledge, to conduct a global survey of their performance and, more importantly, interactions between the features they provides. Our contribution include new discoveries resulting from this in-depth factor analysis, such as the fact that the major part of performance improvement often attributed to batching is more due to the usage of a run-to-completion model, or the fact that locking can be faster than using multi-queue in some configurations.
Finally, based on this analysis, and new ideas of our own such as a graph analysis to discover the path that each thread can take to minimize the use of memory and multi-queue, we propose a new userspace I/O integration in Click (including a reworked implementation for Netmap, and a novel one for Intel's DPDK). Our approach offers both simpler configuration and faster performance. The network operator using Click does not need to handle low-level hardware-related configuration anymore. Multi-queue, core affinity and batching are all handled automatically but can still be tweaked. On the contrary to previous work which broke the compatibility by requiring a special handling of batches, our system is retro-compatible with existing Click elements. The Click developer is only required to add code where batching would improve performance, but it's never mandatory.
This new implementation is available at [4] and will conclude our contribution with the fastest version of Click we could achieve on our system, more flexible and easyto-use with regard to modern techniques such as NUMAassignement, multi-queueing, core and interrupt affinity or configuration of the underlying framework.
Section 2 reviews a set of existing userspace I/O frameworks. Section 3 then evaluates their forwarding performance. Section 4 discusses how some of these frameworks were integrated into the Click modular router. Section 5 analyzes those integrations, and various improvements to Click, giving insights for the design of fast userspace packet processors. We then propose FastClick, based on those insights. Finally, section 6 evaluates the performance of our implementation and section 7 concludes the paper.
I/O FRAMEWORKS
In this section, we review various features exhibited by most high performance userspace packet I/O frameworks. We then briefly review a representative sample of such frameworks.
Features
Zero-copy. The standard scheme for receiving and transmitting data to and from a NIC is to stage the data in kernelspace buffers, as one end of a Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfer. On the other end, the application issues read/write system calls, passing userspace buffers, which copy the data, across the protection domains, as a memoryto-memory copy.
Most of the frameworks we review aim to avoid this memory-to-memory copy by arranging for a buffer pool to reside in a shared region of memory visible to both NICs and userspace software. If that buffer pool is dynamic (i.e. the number of buffers an application can hold at any one time is not fixed), then true zero-copy can be achieved: an application which, for whatever reasons must hold a large number of buffers, can acquire more buffers. On the other hand, an application reaching its limit in terms of held buffers would then have to resort to copying buffers in order not to stall its input loop (and induce packet drops).
Note however that some frameworks, designed for endpoint applications, as opposed to a middlebox context, use separate buffer pools for input and output, thus requiring a memory-to-memory copy in forwarding scenarios.
Kernel bypass. Modern operating system kernels provide a wide range of networking functionalities (routing, filtering, flow reconstruction, etc.). This generality does, however, comes at a performance cost which prevents to sustain linerate speed in high-speed networking scenarios (either multiple 10-Gbps NICs, or rates over 10 Gbps). To boost performance, some frameworks bypass the kernel altogether, and deliver raw packet buffers straight into userspace. The main drawback of this approach is that this kernel bypass also bypasses the native networking stack; the main advantage is that the needed userspace network stack can be optimized for the specific scenario [13] .
In pure packet processing applications, such as a router fast plane, a networking stack is not even needed. Note also that most frameworks provide an interface to inject packets "back" into the kernel, at an obvious performance cost, for processing by the native networking stack.
I/O batching. Batching is used universally in all fast userspace packet frameworks. This is because batching amortizes, over several packets, the overhead associated with accessing the NIC (e.g. lock acquisition, system call cost, etc.).
Hardware multi-queue support. Modern NICs can receive packets in multiple hardware queues. This feature was mostly developed to improve virtualization support, but also proves very useful for load balancing and dispatching in multi-core systems. Indeed, for instance, Receiver-Side Scaling (RSS) hashes some pre-determined packet fields to select a queue, while queues can be associated with different cores.
Some NICs (such as the Intel 82599) also allow, to some extent, the explicit control of the queue assignment via the specification of flow-based filtering rules.
Frameworks
Packet mmap [14] is a feature added to the standard UNIX sockets in the Linux kernel 1 , using packet buffers in a memory region shared (mmaped, hence its name) between the kernel and the userspace. As such, the data does not need to be copied between protection domains. However, because Packet mmap was designed as an extension to the socket facility, it uses separate buffer pools for reception and transmission, and thus zero-copy is not possible in a forwarding context. Also, packets are still processed by the whole kernel stack and need an in-kernel copy between the DMA buffer and the sk buff, only the kernel to user-space is avoided and vice versa.
PacketShader [8] is a software router using the GPU as an accelerator. For the need of their work, the authors implemented PacketShader I/O, a modification of the Intel IXGBE driver and some libraries to yield higher throughput. It uses pre-allocated buffers, and supports batching of RX/TX packets. While the kernel is bypassed, packets are nevertheless copied into a contiguous memory region in userspace, for easier and faster GPU operations.
Netmap [19] provides zero-copy, kernel bypass, batched I/O and support for multi-queueing. However, the buffer pool allocated to an application is not dynamic, which could prevent true zero-copy in some scenarios where the application must buffer a lot of packets. Recently, support for pipes between applications has also been added. Netmap supports multiple device families (IGB, IXGBE, r8169, forcedeth, e1000 and e1000e) but can emulate its API over any driver at the price of reduced performance. [10] is somehow comparable to Netmap and PF RING ZC, but provides more userlevel functionalities such as a multi-core framework with enhanced NUMA-awareness, and libraries for packet manipulation across cores. It also provides two execution model: a pipeline model where typically one core takes the packets from a device and give them to another core for processing, and a run-to-completion model where packets are distributed among cores using RSS, and processed on the core which also transmits them.
PF RING ZC (ZeroCopy)
DPDK can be considered more than just an I/O framework as it includes a packet scheduling and execution model. However, DPDK exhibits fewer features than the Click modular router.
DPDK originally targeted, and is thus optimized for, the Intel platform (NICs, chipset, and CPUs), although its field of applicability is now widening.
OpenOnload [22] is comparable to DPDK but made by SolarFlare, only for their products. It also includes a userlevel network stack, allowing to quickly accelerate existing applications.
We do not consider OpenOnload further in this paper, because we do not have access to a SolarFlare NIC. 
PURE I/O FORWARDING EVALUATION
For testing the I/O system we used a computer running Debian GNU\Linux using a 3.16 kernel on an Intel Core i7-4930K CPU with 6 physical cores at 3.40 GHz, with hyperthreading enabled [9] . The motherboard is an Asus P9X79-E WS [2] with 4×4 GB of RAM at 1.6 GHz in Quad-Channel mode. We use 2 Intel (dual port) X520 DA cards for our performances tests. Previous experiments showed that those Intel 82599-based cards cannot receive small packets at linerate, even with the tools from framework's author [8, 19] . Experiments done for figure 1 lead to the same conclusion, our system seems to be capped to 33 Gbps with 64-byte packets.
To be sure that differences in performances is due to changes in the tested platform, a Tilera TileENCORE Gx36 card fully able to reach linerate in both receive and transmit side was used. We used a little software of our own available at [4] to generate packets on the Tilera at linerate towards the computer running the tested framework connected with 4 SFP+ DirectAttach cables, and count the number of packets received back. All throughput measurements later in this paper indicate the amount of data received back in the Tilera, 40 Gbps meaning that no loss occurred, and a value approaching 0 that almost all packets were lost. We start counting after 3 seconds to let the server reach stable state and compute the speed for 10 seconds. The packets generated have different source and destination IP addresses, to enable the use of RSS when applicable.
For these tests there is no processing on the packets: packets turning up on a specific input device are all forwarded onto a pre-defined, hardwired output device. Each framework has been tuned for its best working configuration including batch size, IRQ affinity, number of cores, threadpinning and multi-queue. All forwarding tests were run for packet sizes varying from 60 to 1024 bytes, excluding the 4 bytes of the Frame Check Sequence appended at the end of each Ethernet frame by the NIC.
We realized that our NICs have a feature whereby the status of a transmit packet ring can be mirrored in memory at very low performance cost. We modified Netmap to exploit this feature and also limited the release rate of packets consumed by the NIC to only recover buffer for sent packets once every interrupt, which released the PCIe bus of useless informations and brought Netmap performances above DPDK as we can see in figure 1. For 64-byte packets, theses improvements boost the throughput by 14%, 1.5% over DPDK. However, except for the line labeled "Netmap Improved" in figure 1, only the final evaluation in section 6 use this improved Netmap version.
As expected (because they share many similarities), PF RING has performance very similar to (standard) Netmap as shown in figure 1 .
The wiggles seen in DPDK, Netmap and PF RING are due to having two NICs on the same Intel card and produce a spike every 16 bytes. When using one NIC per card with 4 PCIe cards the wiggles disappears and performance is a little better. The wiggles have a constant offset of 4 bytes with PF RING, but we couldn't explain it, mainly because PF RING sources are unavailable.
PacketShader I/O is slower because of its userspace copy, while the other frameworks that use zero-copy do not even touch the packet content in theses tests and do not pay the price of a memory fetching.
We also made a little Linux module available at [4] which transmits all received packets on an interface back to the same interface directly within the interrupt context. It should show the better performances that the kernel is able to provide in the same 4 cores and no multi-queue conditions. The relative slowness of the module regarding the other frameworks can be explained by the fact the receive path involves the building of the heavy skbuff and the whole path involves multiple locking, even if in our case no device is shared between multiple cores.
PCAP shows very poor performances because it does not bypass the kernel like the other frameworks and, in addition to the processing explained for the Linux module, the packet needs to go through through the kernel forward information base (FIB) to find its path to the PCAP application. But the bigger problem is that it relies on the kernel to get packets, and each IRQ cause too much processing by the kernel, which is overwhelming a single core and does not let enough time for any thread actually consuming the packets to run, even with NAPI 2 enabled. This is known as a receive livelock and [20] shows that beyond a certain packet rate the performance drops. The solution is either to use a polling system like in FreeBSD [18] or DPDK, or reduce the "per-packet" cost in the IRQ routines like in Netmap where it does very little processing (e.g. flags and ring buffer counter updates), or to distribute the load using techniques like multi-queue and RSS to ensure that each core receives fewer packets than the critical livelock threshold. Our kernel module is not subject to the receive livelock problem because the forwarding of the packet is handled in the IRQ routine which does not interrupt itself.
To circumvent the livelock problem seen with PCAP, we used the 12 hyper-threads available on our platform and 2 hardware queue per device to dispatch interrupt requests on the first 8 logical cores, while 4 PCAP threads forwards packets on their own last 4 logical cores. The line labeled "PCAP (12 cores)" shows the results of that configuration which gave the best results we could achieve out of many possible configurations exchanging the number of cores to serve the IRQ and the PCAP threads.
However this setup is using all cores at 100% and still provides performances way below the previous frameworks which achieve greater throughput even when using only one core.
I/O INTEGRATIONS IN CLICK
We chose the Click modular router to build a fast userspace packet processor. We first compare several systems integrating various I/O frameworks with either a vanilla Click, or an already modified Click for improved performance.
In Click, packet processors are built as a set of interconnected processing elements. More precisely, a Click task is a schedulable chain of elements that can be assigned to a Click thread (which, in turn, can be pinned to a CPU core). A task always runs to completion, which means that only a single packet can be in a given task at any time. A Click forwarding path is the set of elements that a packet traverses from input to output interfaces, and consists of a pipeline of tasks interconnected by queues.
While Click itself can support I/O batching if the I/O framework exposes batching (a FromDevice element can pull a batch of packets from an input queue), the vanilla Click task model forces packet to be processed individually by each task, with parallelism resulting from the chaining of several tasks.
Also, vanilla Click uses its own packet pool, copying each packet to and from the buffers used to communicate with the interface (or hardware queue). As such, even if the I/O framework supports zero-copy, vanilla Click imposes two memory-to-memory copies.
For our tests, we use the following combinations of I/O framework-Click integration:
• Vanilla Click + Linux Socket: this is our off the shelf baseline configuration. The Linux socket does not expose batching, so I/O batching is not available to Click.
• Vanilla Click + PCAP: while PCAP eliminates the kernel to userspace copy by using packet mmap, Click still copies the packets from the PCAP userspace buffer into its own buffers. However, PCAP uses I/O batching internally, only some of the library calls from Click produce a syscall.
• Vanilla Click + Netmap: as netmap exposes hardware multi-queues, these can appear as distinct NICs to Click. Therefore multi-queue configuration can be achieved by using one Click element per hardware queue. Netmap exposes I/O batching, so Click uses it.
• DoubleClick [11] : integrates PacketShader I/O into a modified Click. The main modification of Click is the introduction of compute batching, where batches of packets (instead of individual packets) are processed by an element of a task, before passing the whole batch to the next element. PacketShader I/O exposes I/O batching and supports multi-queueing.
• Kernel Click: To demonstrate the case for userspace network processing, we also run the kernel-mode Click. We only modified it to support the reception of interrupts to multiple cores. Interrupt processing (creating a skbuff for each incoming packets) is very costly and using multiple hardware queues pinned to different cores allows to spread the work. Our modification has been merged in the mainline Click [3] .
Kernel Click had a patch for polling mode, but it's only for e1000 driver and only supports very old kernels which prevent our system from running correctly. Table 2 summarizes the features of these I/O framework integrations into Click. We ran tests for pure packet forwarding, similar to those in section 2, but through Click. Each packet is taken from the input and transmitted to the output of the same device. The configuration is always a simple FromDevice pushing packets to a ToDevice. These two elements must be connected by a queue, except in DoubleClick where the queue is omitted (and thus the FromDevice and ToDevice elements run in the same task) because PacketShader I/O does not support the select operation. As a result, the ToDevice in DoubleClick cannot easily check availability of space in the output ring buffer, while the FromDevice continuously polls the input ring buffer for packets. As soon as the FromDevice gets packets, these are thus completely processed in a single task.
While this scenario is somewhat artificial, it does provide baseline ideal (maximum) performance. The in-kernel Click, the integration of Click with PCAP and the one using Linux Socket all showed the same receive livelock behaviour than explained in section 3. The same configurations where interrupt requests (IRQ) are dispatched to 8 logical cores and keep 4 logical cores to run Click lead to the best performances for those 3 frameworks.
The in-kernel Click is running using kernel threads and is therefore likely to receive livelock for the same reason than the PCAP configuration in section 3. The interrupts do less processing than for sockets because they do not pass through the forward information base (FIB) of the kernel but still create heavy skbuff for each packet and call the "packet handler" function of Click with a higher priority than Click's thread themselves, causing all packet to be dropped in front of Click's queue while nearly never servicing the queue consumer.
We also tested a router configuration similar to the standard router from the original Click paper, changing the ARP encapsulation element into a static encapsulation one. Each interface represents a different subnetwork, and traffic is generated so that each interface receives packets destined equally to the 3 others interfaces, to ensure we can reach linerate on output links. As the routing may take advantage of flows of packets, having routing destination identical for multiple packets, our generator produces flows, that is packets bearing an identical destination, of 1 to 128 packets. The probability of a flow size is such that small flows are much more likely than large flows ( fig. 3) .
Results are shown in figure 4 . We omit the PCAP and socket modes as their performance is very low in the forwarding test. Additionaly, we show the Linux kernel routing functionality as a reference point. Again, ignore the lines labelled FastClick for now. DoubleClick is faster than the Netmap integration in Click, owing to its compute batching mode and its single task model. They are both faster than the Linux native router as it does much more processing to build the skbuffs and go through the FIB than Click which does only the minimal amount of work for routing. The Kernel-Click is still subject to receive livelock and is slower than the native kernel router when routing is done on only 4 cores. Even when using 12 cores, Kernel-Click is slower than DoubleClick and the Netmap integration.
ANALYSIS TOWARDS FASTCLICK
We now present an in-depth analysis of the Click integrations, discussing their pros and cons. This will ultimately lead to general recommendations for the design and implementation of fast userspace packet processors. As we implement these recommendations into Click, we refer to them as FastClick for convenience.
In fact, we integrated FastClick with both DPDK and Netmap. DPDK seems to be the fastest in term of I/O throughput, while Netmap affords more fine-grained control of the RX and TX rings, and already has multiple implementations on which we can build upon and improve.
The following section starts from vanilla Click as is. Features will be reviewed and added one by one. Starting from here, FastClick is the same than vanilla Click, without compute batching, or proper support for multi-queuing. 
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I/O batching
Both DPDK and Netmap can receive and send batches of packets, without having to do a system call after each packet read or written to the device. Figure 5 assess the impact of I/O batching using Click in a modified version to force the synchronization call after multiple batch size in both input and output.
Vanilla Click always process all available packets before calling again Netmap's poll method -the poll method indicates how many packets are in the input queue. It reads available packets in batches and transmits it as a burst which is a series of transmission one packet at a time through a sequence of Click elements. The corresponding tasks only relinquishes the CPU at the end of the burst. Vanilla Click will reschedule the task if any packet could be received. On the other hand FastClick will only reschedule the task if a full I/O burst is available. This strategy tends to forces the use of bigger batches and thus preserves the advantages of I/O batching.
Ring size
The burst limit is there for insuring that synchronization is not done after too few packets. As such it should not be related to the ring size. To convince ourselves, we ran the same test using FastClick with multiple ring sizes and found that the better burst choice is more or less independent to the ring size as shown in firgure 6.
What was surprising though is the influence of the ring size on the performances.
With bigger ring size, the amount of CPU time spent in memcpy function to copy the packet's content goes from 4% to 20%, indicating that the working set is too big for the CPU's cache. 
Execution model
In the standard Click, all packets are taken from an input device and stored in a FIFO queue. This is called a "push" path as packets are created in the "FromDevice" elements and pushed until they reach a queue. When an output "ToDevice" element is ready (and has space for packets in the output packet ring it feeds), it traverses the pipeline backwards asking each upstream element for packets. This is called a "pull" path as the ToDevice element pulls packets from upstream elements. Packets are taken from the queue, traverse the elements between the queue and the ToDevice and are then sent for transmission as shown in figure 7 (a) .
One advantage of the queue is that it divides the work between multiple threads, as one thread can take care of the part between the FromDevice and the queue, and another thread can handle the path from the queue to the ToDevice. Another advantage is that the queue allows the ToDevice to receive packets only when it really has space to receive packets. It will only call the pull path when it has some space and, when I/O batching is supported, for the amount of available space.
But there are two drawbacks. First, if multiple threads can write to the queue, some form of synchronization must be used between these threads, resulting in some overhead. Second, if the pushing thread and the pulling thread run on different cores, misses can occur at various levels of the cache hierarchy, resulting in a performance hit as the packets are transfered between cores.
Therefore, we adopt a model without queue: the full-push model where packets traverse the whole forwarding path, from FromDevice to ToDevice, without interruption, driven by a single thread.
NICs now possess receive and transmit rings with enough space to accommodate up to 4096 packets for the Intel 82599-based cards (not without some cost as seen in section 5.2), so these are sufficient to absorb transient traffic and processing variations, substituting advantageously for the Click queues.
Packets are taken from the NIC in the FromDevice Element and packets are pushed one by one into the Click pipe, even if I/O batching is supported. It does so until it reaches a ToDevice Element and adds it in the transmit buffer as shown in figure 7 (b) . If there is no empty space in the transmit ring, the thread will either block or discard the packets.
This method is introducing 3 problems.
• All threads can end up in the same output elements. So locking must be used in the output element before adding a packet to the output ring.
• Depending on packet availability at the receive side, packets are added to the output rings. But the output ring must be synchronized sometime, to tell the NIC that it can send some packets. Syncing too often cancels the gain of batching, but syncing too sporadically introduces latency.
DPDK forces a synch every maximum 32 packets, while Netmap does it for every chosen I/O burst size.
• When the transmit ring is full, two strategies are possible: the output has a blocking mode, doing the synchronization explained above until there is space in the output ring; in non blocking mode, the remaining packets are stored in a per-thread internal queue in- side the ToDevice, dropping packets when the internal queue is longer than some threshold. Figure 8 shows a performance comparison using the Netmap implementation with I/O batching, and a varying number of cores running FromDevice and ToDevice (the label i-j, represents i cores running the 4 FromDevice and j cores running the 4 ToDevice). The full push, where we have a FromDevice and all the ToDevice in a single thread on each core, performs best. The second best configuration corresponds to also a FromDevice and all the ToDevice running on the same core, but this time as independent Click tasks with a Click queue in between (label 4-0). Even when using 5 cores, having one core taking care of the input or the output expectedly results in a CPU constrained configuration.
While full-push mode seems best for our usage, one could need the "pipeline" mode anyway, having one thread doing only one part of the job, by using Queue element. But even in this case the full push execution model prove to be faster as shown in figure 8 by the line labeled "4 -0 pipeline". Using our new Pipeliner element which can be inserted between any two Click elements there is no more "pull" path in the Click sense. Packets are enqueued into a per-thread queue inside the pipeliner element and it is the thread assigned to empty all the internal queues of the pipeliner element which drives the packet through the rest of the pipeline.
Full-push path is already possible in DoubleClick but only as a PacketShader I/O limitation and we wanted to study further its impact and why it proves to be so much faster by comparing the Netmap implementation with and without full push, decoupling it from the introduction of compute batching.
In vanilla Click, a considerable amount of time is spent in the notification process between the Queue element and the ToDevice. It reaches up to 60% of CPU time with 64-byte packets for the forwarding test case. With full push path, when a packet is received, it is processed through the pipeline and queued in the Netmap output ring. When the amount of packets added reaches the I/O batch size or when the ring is full, the synchronization operation explained above is called. The synchronization takes the form of an ioctl with Netmap, which updates the status of the transmit ring so that available space can be computed. This also allows a second improvement as the slower select/poll mechanism isn't used anymore for the transmit side, not having to constantly remove and add the Netmap file descriptor to Click's polling list anymore.
Click allows to clone packets by keeping a reference to another packet as the one containing the real data, using a reference counter to know when a data packet can be freed. In the vanilla Click, the packet can be cloned and freed by multiple cores, therefore an atomic operation has to be used to increment and decrement the reference counter. In full push mode, we know that it is always the same core which will handle the packets, therefore we can use normal increment and decrement operations instead of the atomic ones. That modification showed a 3% improvement with the forwarding test case and a 1% improvement with the router test case. FastClick automatically detect a full push configuration using the technique described in the section 5.6.
Because DPDK does not support interrupts (and it must therefore poll continuously its input), our DPDK integration only supports full-push mode.
Zero Copy
Packets can be seen as two parts: one is the packet metadata which in Click is the Packet object and is 164-byte as of today. The other part is the packet data itself, called the buffer which is 2048 bytes both for Click and Netmap. The packet metadata contains the length of the actual data in the buffer, the timestamp and some annotations to the packet used in the diverse processing functions.
In the vanilla Click, a buffer space is needed to write the packet's content, but allocating a buffer for each freshly received packets with malloc() would be very slow. For this reason, packets are pre-allocated in "pools". There is one pool per thread to avoid contention problems. Pools contain pre-allocated packet objects, and pre-allocated buffers. When a packet is received, the data is copied in the first buffer from the pool, and the metadata is written in the first packet object. The pointer to the buffer is set in the packet object and then it can be sent to the first element for processing.
Netmap has the ability to swap buffer from the receive and transmit rings. Packets are received by the NIC and written to a buffer in the receive ring. We can then swap that buffer with another one to keep the ring empty and do what we want with the filled buffer. This is useful as some tasks such as flow reconstruction may need to buffer packets while waiting for further packet to arrive. By allocating a number of free buffers and swapping a freshly received packet with a free buffer, we can delay processing of the packet while not keeping occupied slots in the receive ring. This also allows to swap buffers with the transmit ring, allowing "zero-copy" forwarding, as a buffer is never copied.
We implemented an ioctl using the technique introduced in SNAP [23] to allocate a number of free buffers from the Netmap buffer space. A pool of Netmap buffers is initialized, substituted for the Click buffer pool. When a packet is received, the Netmap buffer from the receive ring is swapped for one of the buffers from the Click buffer pool.
DPDK directly provide a swapped buffer, as such we can directly give it to the transmit ring instead of copying its content.
With Netmap, the update of the transmit ring is so fast that output ring is nearly always full, and the ioctl to sync the output ring is called too often, especially its part to reclaim the buffers from packets sent by the NIC which is very slow and is forced to be done when using the ioctl. Instead, we changed two lines in Netmap to call the reclaim part of the ioctl only if a transmit side interrupt has triggered. We set Netmap's flag "NS REPORT" one packet every 32 packets to ask for an interrupt when that packet has been sent.
We used the forwarding test case as our first experiment, with only two cores to serve the 4 NICs to ensure that the results are CPU-bound, and that better performance is indeed due to a better packet system. The results are shown in figure 9 . The test case clearly benefits from zero-copy, while copy mode produces more important drops in the graph as one byte after the cache line size forces further memory accesses.
Multi-queueing
Multi-queueing can be exploited to avoid locking in the full-push paths. Instead of providing one ring for receive and one ring for transmit, the newer NICs provide multiple rings per side, which can be used by different threads without any locking as they are independent as shown in figure 10 .
We compared the full push mode using locking and using multiple hardware queues both with DPDK and Netmap, still with 4 cores. Netmap cannot have a different number of queues in RX and TX, enabling 4 TX queues forces us to look for incoming packets across the 4 RX queues. The results are shown in figure 11 .
The evaluation shows that using multiple queues is slower than locking using Netmap, but provides a little improvement with DPDK. With Netmap, augmenting the number of queues produces the same results than augmenting the number of descriptors per rings, as seen in section 5. Packet size (bytes) Throughtput (Gbps) Figure 11 : Full push path using multi-queue compared to locking -DPDK and Netmap implementations with 4 cores using the router test case.
menting the size of Click's working set to the point where it starts to be bigger than our CPU's cache. As we use zerocopy, we see that the cost of reading and writing from and to Netmap's descriptors goes up with the number of queues.
Handling mutable data
In the vanilla Click one FromDevice element takes packets from one device. As show in section 3, handling 10 Gbps of minimal-size packets on one core is only possible with a fast framework to deliver quickly packets to userspace and a fast processor. And even in this configuration, any processing must be delegated to another core as the core running the FromDevice is nearly submerged by the reception. A solution is to use multi-queueing, not only to avoid locking like for the full push mode, but to exploit functionality such as Receive Side Scaling (RSS) which partitions the received packets among multiple queues, and therefore enables the use of multiple cores to receive packets from the same device. However, packets received in different hardware queues may follow the same Click path. The question is thus how to duplicate the paths for each core and how to handle mutable state, that is, per-element data which can change according to the packets flowing through it, like caches, statistics, counters, etc. In figure 12 , the little dots in Routing elements represent per-thread duplicable meta-data, like the cache of a last seen IP route, and the black big dot is the data which should not be duplicated because either it is too big, or it needs to be shared between all packets (like an ARP Table, a TCP flow table needing both direction of the  flow, etc) .
In a multi-queue configuration, there will be one FromDevice element attached to one input queue. Each queue of each input device is handled by different cores (if possible), otherwise some queues are assigned to the same thread. The problem is that in most cases, the Click paths cross at one element that could have mutable data.
A first solution is to use thread-safe elements on the part of the path that multiple threads can follow as in figure 12 (a). Only mutable data is duplicated, such as the cache of recently seen routes per cores but not the other non-mutable fields of the elements such as the Forward Information Base (FIB). The advantage of this method is that in some cases memory duplication is too costly, for example in the case of Figure 12 : Three ways to handle data contention problem with multi-queue and our solution.
a big FIB, although the corresponding data structure must become thread safe. Moreover, the operator must use a special element to either separate the path per-thread to use one output queue for each thread, or use a thread-safe queue and no multi-queue. This is in contrast to the way SNAP and DoubleClick approach the issue: the whole path is completely duplicated, as in figure 12 (b) .
A third solution would be to duplicate the element for each thread path with a shared pointer to a common unmutable data like in figure 12 (c) . But that would complicate the Click configuration as we would need to instantiate one element (let's say an IP router) per thread-path, each one having their own cache, but pointing to a common element (the IP routing table).
We prefer to go back to the vanilla Click model of having one Element per input device and one per output device. In that way the user only cares about the logical path. Our FastClick implementation takes care of allocating queues and threads in a NUMA-aware way by creating a Click task for each core allocated for the input device, without multiplying elements. It transparently manage the multi-queueing by assigning one hardware queue per thread as in figure 12 (d) so the operator do not need to separate path according to threads or join all threads using a queue as in figure 12 (a) .
Of course, the user can still specify parameter to the FromDevice to change the number of assigned threads per input device. He can also force each thread to take care of one queue of each device to allow the same scheme than in figure 12 (a) but still with one input element and one output element per device. The difference between the two Figure 13 : Thread bit vectors used to know which thread can pass through which elements.
configurations depends mostly on the use case. Having each core handling one queue of each device allows more loadbalancing if some NICs have less traffic than others, but if the execution paths depend strongly on the type of traffic, it could be better to have one core doing always the same kind of traffic and avoid instruction cache misses.
To assign the threads to the input device we do as follows: We use only one thread per core. For each device, we identify its NUMA node and count the number of devices per NUMA node. We then divide the number of available CPU cores per NUMA node by the number of devices on that NUMA node, which gives the number of cores (and thus threads) we can assign to each device. With DPDK, we use one queue per device per thread, but with Netmap we cannot change the number of receive queues(which must be equal to the number of send queues), and have to look across multiple queues with the same thread if there are too many queues.
For the output devices, we have to know which threads will eventually end up in the output element corresponding to one device, and assign the available hardware queues of that device to those threads. To do so, we added the function getThreads() to Click elements. That function will return a vector of bits, where each bit is equal to 1 if the corresponding thread can traverse this element, that is called the thread vector.
FastClick performs a router traversal at initialization time, so hardware output queues are assigned to threads.
To do so, the input elements have a special implementation of getThreads() to return a vector with the bits corresponding to their assigned threads set to 1. For most of the other elements, the vector returned is the logical OR of the vector of all their input elements, because if two threads can push packets to a same element, this element will be executed by either of these threads. Hence, this is the default behavior for an elements without specific getThreads() function.
An example is shown in figure 13 . In that example, some path contains a queue where multiple threads will push packets. As only one thread takes packet from the top right queue, the output #1 does not need to be thread-safe as only one thread will push packets into it. The output #2 will only need 3 hardware queues and not 6 (which is the number of threads used on this sample system) as the thread vector shows that only 3 threads can push packets in this element. If not enough queues are available, the thread vector allows to automatically find if the output element need to share one queue among some threads and therefore need to lock before accessing the output ring.
Additionally to returning a vector, the function getThreads() can stop the router traversal if the element does not care of its input threads, such as for the queues elements. If that happens, we know that we are not in the full push mode and we'll have to use atomic operations to update the reference counter of the packets as explained in section 5.3.
We also provide a per thread template using the thread vector to duplicate any structure for the thread which can traverse an element to make the implementation of threadsafe elements much more easier. Our model has the advantages of figure 12 (a) and (c) while hiding the multi-queue and thread management and the simplicity of solution (b).
Compute Batching
While compute batching is a well-known concept [11, 23] we revisit it in the context of its association with other mechanisms. Moreover, its implementations can differ in some ways.
With compute batching, batches of packets are passed between Click elements instead of only one packet at a time, and the element's job is done on all the packets before transmitting the batch further. SNAP and DoubleClick both use fixed-size batches, using techniques like tagging to discard packets which need to be dropped, and allocating an array for each output of a routing element as big as the input one would, leading to partially-filled batches. We prefer to use a simply linked lists, for which support is already inside Click, and accommodate better with splitting and variable size batches. Packets can have some annotations, and there is an available annotation for a "next" Packet and a "previous" Packet used by the Click packet pool and the queuing elements to store the packets without the need of another data structure. As such, we introduce no new Packet class in Click.
For efficiency we added a "count" annotation which is set on the first packet of the batch to remember the batch size. The "previous" annotation of the first packet is set to the last packet of the batch, allowing to merge batches very efficiently.
The size of the batch is determined by the number of packets available in the receive ring. The batch which comes out of the FromDevice element is composed of all the available packets in the queue, thus only limited by the chosen I/O batching limit.
Compute batching simplifies the output element. The problem with full-push was that a certain number of packets had to be queued before calling the ioctl to flush the output in the Netmap case, or DPDK's function to transmit multiple packets that we'll both refer as the output operation. With compute batching, a batch of packets is received in the output element and the output operation is always done at the end of the sent batch. If the input rate goes down, the batch size will be smaller and the output operation will be done more often, reducing latency as packets don't need to be accumulated.
Without batching, a rate-limit mechanism had to be implemented when the ring is full to limit the call to the output operation. Indeed, in this case, the output operation tends to be called for every packet to be sent, in an attempt to recover space in the output ring. These calls of the output operation can create congestion on the PCIe, a situation to be avoided when many packets need to be sent. This problem naturally disappears when compute batching is used as the time to process the batch gives time to empty part of the output ring. In both SNAP and DoubleClick, the batches are totally incompatible with the existing Click elements, and you need to use either a kind of Batcher/Debatcher element (SNAP) or implement new compatible elements. In our implementation, elements which can take advantage of batching inherit from the class BatchElement (which inherit from the common ancestor of all elements "Element"). Before starting the router, Click makes a router traversal, and find BatchElements interleaved by simple Elements. In that case the port between the last BatchElement and the Element will unbatch the packets and the port after the last Element will re-batch them. As the port after the Element cannot know when a batch is finished, the first port calls start batch() on the downstream port and calls end batch() when it has finished unbatching all packets. When the downstream port receives the end batch() call, it passes the reconstructed Batch to their output BatchElement. Note that the downstream port use a per-thread structure to remember the current batch, as multiple batches could traverse the same element at the same time but on different threads.
When a simple (non-batching) element has multiple output, we apply the same scheme but we have to call the start batch() and end batch() on all possible directly reachable BatchElement as shown in figure 14 . This list is also found on configuration time.
For elements in the fast path, it's important to implement a support for batching as the cost of un-batching and re-batching would be too big. But for elements in rarely used path such as ICMPError or ARP elements, the cost is generally acceptable and preferable over development time of elements taking full advantage of compute batching.
Click keeps two pools of objects: one with Packet objects, and one with packet buffers. The previous version of Click and SNAP way of handling a freshly available Netmap packet is to take a packet from the Packet object pool and attach to the filled Netmap buffer from the receive ring. A Netmap buffer from a third pool of free Netmap buffers is then placed back in the receive ring for further reception of a new packet. SNAP does the buffer switching only if the ring is starting to fill up, maintaining multiple type of packets in the pipeline which can return to its original ring or to the third pool; introducing some management cost. We found that it was quicker to have only Netmap buffers in the buffer pool and completely get rid of Click buffer if Click is compiled with Netmap support as the allocate/free of Netmap buffer is done very often. It is very likely that if Netmap is used, packets will be either received or sent from/to a Netmap device. This is called the Netmap pool and is labelled "NPOOL" in figure 15 .
Even if Netmap devices are not used, if there is not enough buffers in the pool, we can expand the pool by calling the same ioctl than in section 5.4 to receive a batch of new Netmap buffers and allocate the corresponding amount of Packets. Moreover, our pool is compatible with batching and using the linked list of the batches, we can put a whole batch in the pool at once as we have only one kind of packets, this is called per-batch recycling and is labelled "RECYC" in figure 15 .
We do not provide the same functionality in our DPDK implementation. As DPDK always swaps the buffer with a free buffer from its mbuf pool when it receives a packet, we do not need to do it ourself. We simply use the Click pool to take Packet objects and assign them a DPDK buffer.
The results of the router experiment with and without batching for both DPDK and Netmap implementations are shown in figure 15 . The "BATCH" label means that the corresponding line uses batching. The "PFTCH" label means that the first cacheline of the packet is prefetched into the CPU's cache directly when it is received in the input elements. When a packet reaches the "Classifier" element which determine the packet type by reading its Ethernet type field and dispatch packets to different Click paths, the data is already in the cache thanks to prefetching, allowing another small improvement. We omit the forwarding test case because the batching couldn't improve the performance as it doesn't do any processing.
FASTCLICK EVALUATION
We repeated the experiments in section 4 with our FastClick implementation. The results of the forwarding experiments are shown in figure 2 , and those of the routing experiment in figure 4 .
Both Netmap and DPDK FastClick implementations remove the important overhead for small packets, mostly by removing the Click wiring cost by using batches and reducing the cost of the packet pool, using I/O batching and the cost of the packet copy compared to vanilla Click.
The figures do not show an important part of the novelty which is also in the configuration, which becomes much simpler (from 1500 words to 500, without any copy-paste), autoconfigured according to NUMA nodes and available CPUs, and the compatibility of pipeline elements with batches.
CONCLUSION
We have carried out an extensive study of the integration of packet processing mechanisms and userspace packet I/O frameworks into the Click modular router.
The deeper insights gained through this study allowed us to modify Click to enhance its performance. The resulting FastClick system is backward compatible with vanilla Click elements and was shown to be fit for purpose as a high speed userspace packet processor. It integrates two new sets of I/O elements supporting Netmap and Intel's DPDK.
The context of our work is network middleboxes: packets are received, maybe dropped or modified and then sent through another interface. It may be less suited to scenarios where data is created from scratch in userspace and sent out (as in the case of a server scheme where requests are received as a small number of packets and generate a much bigger number of packets at the output).
Beyond improved performance, FastClick also boasts improved abstractions for packet processing, as well as improved automated instantiation capabilities on modern commodity systems, which greatly simplifies the configuration of efficient Click packet processors.
As many middleboxes operate on the notion of microflows, we will extend, as future work, the flow capabilities of FastClick to facilitate the development of such middleboxes.
